
Fourteen solar dryer types 



For a solar dryer, 

we need

Sunshine and

Wind.



1) Natural dryer by suspension

Products are separated by hanging to 

expose a maximal surface for sun drying.







2) Natural dryer by stacking

Products are separated by piling them up to 

expose a maximal surface for sun drying.







3) Natural dryer by spreading

Products are separated by spreading them out on the 

floor to expose a maximal surface for sun drying.







4) Natural dryer with mechanical device

Products can be tipped onto a conveyor such as a belt 

transporter, screw, scraper, moving floor etc. 

A stirrer, agitator or metering drum helps to optimize the drying 

effect by turning around the product periodically.







5) Direct solar dryer

The exposed product is protected by a tent or a glass window 

against rain. Sunshine is converted into infrared energy (heat 

radiation) and can be kept inside the housing.







6) Direct solar dryer with fan

A fan can push the ambient air through the dryer and 

accelerates the drying effect in this way.





7) Direct solar dryer with mechanical device

Products can be tipped onto a conveyor such as a belt 

transporter, screw, scraper, moving floor etc. 

A stirrer, agitator or metering drum helps to optimize the drying 

effect by turning around the product periodically.













8) Indirect solar dryer

The surface of the dryer is different from the surface 

where the solar radiation is captured.





9) Indirect solar dryer with fan

A fan can push the ambient air through the solar panel surface 

and accelerates the drying effect in this way.







10) Indirect solar dryer with mechanical device

Products can be tipped onto a conveyor such as a belt 

transporter, screw, scraper, moving floor etc. 

A stirrer, agitator or metering drum helps as well.





11) Dryer with mechanical device 

separated from solar hot air panels

Mechanical device such as conveying, stirring or mixing 

equipment help to accelerate drying.







12) Dryer separated from solar hot water panels

Hot water panels create heat that is transmitted to 

ambient air thanks to heat exchangers.











13) Dryer separated from 

concentrated solar power

Parabolic or flat mirrors concentrate solar 

heat in a central collector.







14) Dryer separated from photovoltaic panels

Photovoltaic panels create electricity to 

heat ambient air. 





SUMMARY: 4 types of Natural (open) dryer 



SUMMARY: 4 types of Natural (open) dryer 

1) Hanging

2) Stacking

3) Spreading out

4) Conveying



SUMMARY: 3 types of Direct (housed) dryer 



SUMMARY: 3 types of Direct (housed) dryer 

5) Housing

6) Blower

7) Conveyor



SUMMARY: 8 types of Indirect dryer 



SUMMARY: 8 types of Indirect dryer 

8) Separate housing for 

standard solar air panels

9) Blower

10) Conveyor

11) Secondary air circuit

12) Secondary water circuit

instead of air

14) Photovoltaic panels

instead of standard panels

13) Concentrating panels

instead of standard panels



COPYRIGHT
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Please watch our individual videos on Youtube.

For further information,

Please contact:

Commercial(AT)Rauch-GreenSolutions.com

We wish to thank Wikipedia

for free use of public photos.
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